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Abstract 
Consider two transient Markov processes (X:),,. . (X:‘),t, with the same transition \cmi- 
group and initial distributions v and /L. The probability spaces supporting the processes each are 
also assumed to support an exponentially distributed random variable independent of the 
process. 
We show that there exist (randomized) stopping times S for (X:), T for (XI’) with common 
final distribution. U(X,GlS < z) = 9(X$.17 < z), and the property that for I < S. req. 
t < T. the processes move in disjoint portions of the state space. For such a coupling (S, T 1 it i\ 
shown 
Prob(S = ‘x) + Prob(T = ‘CC) = ,,t ,;;“_ , (1’ ~ P.17). 
where .X denotes the bounded harmonic functions of the Markov transition semigroup. 
Extensions, consequences and applications of this result arc discussed. 
0. Introduction and results 
Coupling techniques for stochastic processes are by now widely used to deri\‘e 
crgodic theorems for such processes and to compare processes starting in dif‘erent 
initial distributions. For a discussion of the area. see Aldous and Thorrisson ( 19931 
and for a list of references consult the book by Lindval (1992). In the context of 
Markov processes it is even possible to construct couplings which are only based on 
the present state of the processes so that we again get a Markov evolution for the 
coupled processes. 
We shall follow this latter line, but the point of the present paper is of a more 
theoretical nature. namely to show that for continuous-time Markov processes which 
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are transient (for the discrete-time case see Greven, 1987), we can associate with two 
initial distributions v and p a coupling of the following special sort: There are 
(randomized) stopping times S, T of the respective processes such that the distribution 
at the stopping times are equal and have the maximality property, that the unstopped 
processes move in two disjoint subsets of the state space. Such a coupling has the 
property that Prob(T = co) + Prob(S = a) can be expressed as the maximum of 
(v - p, k) over all harmonic function k with Ih( d 1. In other words, if two initial 
distributions have the same integral for bounded harmonic functions, then the 
endpieces of the corresponding processes from a random point on look alike. 
This result could be useful in studying stability of the Liouville property (bounded 
harmonic functions are constant) under quasi-isometries, see Benjamini and Lyons 
(1987) for example. Furthermore, our coupling has a potential theoretic interpreta- 
tion, namely the positive, respectively, negative part of the potential of v - /L are 
given by the potentials generated by the processes killed at their respective stopping 
times. 
To obtain this result we use some theorems obtained by Rost (1970) and 
MCyer (1971) to translate the problem into a purely potential theoretic question 
for semigroups of contractions on the space of measures on the state space of the 
process. 
We now turn to a precise formulation of what we mean by coupling before we give 
our results and examples in the subsequent Sections 0.2 and 0.3. 
0.1. The notion of coupling for Markov processes 
Let (E,g) be a Polish space and (Pt)t,rw+ a Markov transition semigroup on that 
space satisfying the usual hypotheses, as in Mtyer (1971) (right continuous realization, 
strong Markov property). Let v and p be two probability measures on (E,.B’). 
Consider now two probability spaces (Q’, F-‘, Pi) and filtrations (F-()tEaBl , i = 1,2. On 
these two probability spaces we define processes Xy on (Q’,F’, P’), Xf on 
(n’, F*, P2) which are Markov processes with respect to (T:), i = 1,2, with common 
transition kernel (P,)lEw *, initial distributions v and p, right continuous paths and the 
strong Markov property. The FA, i = 1,2, are assumed to support an exponentially 
distributed random variable independent of the process. 
The basic idea is to describe the property that two processes agree as far as their 
endpieces are concerned, which is a property of the respective invariant fields, in terms 
of fitting them together in a nonanticipative way, using the Markov property. The 
following definition gives the corresponding formal setup in which we view coupling. 
Definition 1. (i) A coupling (S, T ) of (XY),,, 1 and (X/),,,a is a pair of stopping times 
with respect to (F:)fEW I) resp. (F*I:),,Fa’, such that 
Y(XilS < x) = Y(X$I T < cc), Prob(S < x) = Prob(T < a). (0.1) 
(ii) The coupling is called successful, if 
Prob(S = a) + Prob(T = m) = 0. (0.2) 
vs(.) = 
.i 
I 
E( 1 (X; E ., t < S)) dt 
0 
I 
rid 1 = 
i 
E( 1 (X; E ., t < T)) dt. (0.3) 
0 
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(iii) The following measures qs, ql. on (E, .a) are called the effects of S and T 
263 
(iv) The final distribution p at the stopping time is defined as 
p( .) = Prob(Xi E ., S < Z) = Prob(X’;. E ., T < x). (0.4) 
(v) We call stopping times with respect to the filtrations (.p;),,pl. i = 1.2 randomized 
stopping times. 
Before continuing, we introduce some conventions used in this paper. 
Notation. We shall use the following notation for the potential operator and for 
harmonic functions: 
* 
U= 
i 
P, dt, 
” 0 
.X = (h:E --f R(h is measurable, bounded. P,h = /I. V’t E I%‘!. 
As usual for the positive and negative part of signed measures we use the upper index 
+, -. The set of signed measures on (E,B) is h’(E,.?8). .A’+ (E..?i)) are positive 
measures and : N,(E,2l) are the probability measures. For every (randomized) stop- 
ping time S we denote by rPs the distribution Prob(X,; E . . S < z). 
0.2. The results on coupling of Ma&or processes 
The problem treated in this paper is to characterize for transient processes the 
probability of success for a coupling with the help of bounded harmonic functions ( ;Y ) 
and to relate the effects tls, qT of a coupling to the positive, respectively negative. part 
of the potential (\I - /L)U. For the corresponding results in discrete-time models see 
Greven (1987). Here is the main result in continuous time (for examples and applica- 
tion see Section 0.3): 
Prob(S = ;5) + Prob(T = z,) = max ((I 
hiiN.~h(~ I 
r1, = (v ~ ,Lou+, 117. = (v - p)L’_. 
Remark. The characteristic of this coupling is that 
Markov and that also (0.7) holds, while keeping (0.6). 
~ ,ll. h)). (0.6) 
(0.7) 
the uncoupled processes remain 
Relation (0.7) determines the law 
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of x;, x; uniquely. Due to (v + ,~)Cio-finite, the processes are transient. This is not 
correct in the recurrent setting. 
Remark. Note that a coupling with disjoint effects, i.e. (0.7) holds, is maximal in the 
sense that we can split the state space into two subsets E+, E- which are disjoint and 
the unstopped processes visit only E+, respectively, E-. 
Remark. If (V - p, h) = 0, V’h E .?Y, then by (0.6) a successful coupling exists for v and 
p. In particular, if all bounded harmonic functions are constant, then for all pairs v, 
p a successful coupling exists. In many classical situations for Markov processes on 
Rd, we are in the latter situation. However, in other contexts, the sets Z becomes so 
large that almost no pair of measures can be successfully coupled in the strong sense 
defined in (0.2). This is the case in the context of infinite particle systems, where new 
concepts and notions of couplings have to be used. On the other hand, a great many 
bounded harmonic functions can be constructed by first choosing a reference point, 
say x, and then considering for y E E the coupling (S,, Tp) between 6, and S, and 
setting: 
h(y) = Prob(S, = x) + Prob(T, = m). 
The right-hand side is for the processes with continuous path often representable as 
the sum of the probabilities to hit the set (zl G(x,z) = G(y,z)), where G( ., .) is the 
Green function of the semigroup (P,), a ,,. We shall see in Examples 1,3 and 4 that the 
latter can often be calculated. 
We discuss here only the transient case. The case where (v + p)U is not a-finite 
displays different features as far as relation (0.7) is concerned. For a relation between 
coupling and the recurrent potential in the discrete-time case see Greven (1987). 
The proof of Theorem 1 will consist of two main parts, first to construct a coupling 
with property (0.7) this will be done in Section 1 (Proposition 1) and then in a second 
step to verify (0.6) which is done in Section 2 (Proposition 3). In Section 3 we combine 
everything to get Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. 
The coupling we construct will have the following additional maximality property. 
For a coupling (S, T ) of (X:) and (Xf) we define 
U II 
m(s, T)(U, ‘4 1 = E 
U 
l(X:‘EA,r<S)dr +E 
1 U 
l(X:EA,r < T)dr , 
0 0 > 
AE,ByE), UERf. 
The coupling we construct in Section 1, denote it by (S*, T *), has the property that for 
all couplings (S, T) with disjoint effects: 
Corollary 1. ??I(~=+, T*, (u, A) d WQ. TJ (u, A), u E iW+, A E Sl(E). 
Occasionally, it is necessary to have a more restricted notion of processes agreeing 
in their endpieces. Namely, we want both processes to agree from some (random) time 
on which is equal for both processes. In order to get this it suffices to apply Theorem 
1 to the kernel Q f defined through the space-time process on (R’ x E, .#(R+) @ -8). i.e. 
QI is given by 
The kernel Qr is automatically transient regardless of the nature of f,. This yields 
immediately the following, if we denote by -8”’ the space- time Qt harmonic functions. 
Theorem 2. For every v, ~1, there exists N coupling (S, T ) of the processes (X;). (A’{‘) \t.i/h 
the ,fi~llow~imj properties: 
.y’(s) = Y(T): c~(x;( S = t) = P’(Xfl T = f) Y(S) - U.S. (0.91 
Prob(X: E ., t < S) = ((v - ,u)Pt)+( .), 
Prob(XF E .,t < T) = ((v - ,M)P,)-( .), (0.10) 
Prob(S = ‘KY,) + Prob(T = x) = sup ((v - /I)@(s”,h:). (0.1 1) 
ktlY’.ih c 1 
Remark. This theorem describes a coupling where we stop both processes at the same 
random time U. That is we require more. To this corresponds the fact that wc can 
always imbed -c? in .%’ by setting i(s.x) = h(x). 11 E -3. s E R+. 
‘To highlight the difference between the coupling of Theorem 1 and that of Theorem 
2 a bit more, we state the following consequence of our proof of the theorems. 
Corollary. Denote the total z’ariation norm hi, /I 11. Let (S, T ) und (S’, T’), hr the 
couplings from Theorems 1 and 2, rxspectively. Then 
Prob(S = IY;) + Prob(T = Y,) = fim f 
+r 
+ II! 
(\I - ,l)P, dt (0.12) 
0 
Prob(S’ = ‘CC) + Prob(T’ = x8) = lim (1 (13 - p)P, ;I. 
t- )I 
(0.13) 
0.3. Exumples and applications 
We demonstrate our results for diffusions on Rd and on certain manifolds and then 
give an application for stochastic processes which are not Markov. 
Example 1. First we show certain diffusions can always be fully coupled. Suppose P, is 
the semigroup of a diffusion process on KY’, d >, 3. 
For diffusions, a bounded function on Rd (resp. R x Rd) is harmonic iff (Dynkin. 
1965, Theorem 13.9) 
L/l = 0, 
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respectively, space-time harmonic - iff 
( > ; Jr L (h) ro. 
We specialize further. It is a classical result that for L = A, the only solutions of 
these are the constant functions. Hence for d > 3 and for every pair v, ,U of initial 
distributions, there exists a coupling, which is successful and the effect is given by the 
positive, respectively, negative part of the potential. Note that, in particular, we can 
choose v = 6,, ,U = 6, to get the effects (G(x,O) - G(y,O))‘,-, where G is the Green 
function of the differential operator. Since G(x;) is continuous in Rd\(x}, the 
stopping times S, T of the coupling are in this case hitting times of the sets 
{z 1 G(x, z) - G(y, z) = 01. This set can be identified as the hyperplane orthogonal to 
the vector y - x, which contains the point given by $(x - y) + x. An analogous 
situation arises for the space-time coupling of Theorem 2, for v = 60,Y and p = 6,,,. 
Here we can also drop the condition d 3 3 and consider as well d = 1,2. The next 
example will show that arguments of the above type can be generalized and used to 
show that there are no bounded harmonic functions for Brownian motion on other 
manifolds. 
Example 2. Suppose P, is the semigroup for a transient diffusion, corresponding to 
some nice elliptic operator on some state space which could be Euclidean space or 
a manifold without boundary. Denote the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup by 
L and let 8 be the minimal Martin boundary for L on our state space, (see Doob, 1983) 
for an exposition on the Martin boundary.) Corresponding to each i; E (? there is 
a minimal L-harmonic function K(., 0, which means that if h is L-harmonic and 
0 < h(.) < K(., t) then there is a constant c such that h( .) = cK(., 0. Conditioning the 
diffusion to go to 5 is equivalent to looking at the diffusion associated to the 
semigroup defined by 
The generator corresponding to Pr is 
Now, if h is a bounded Ls-harmonic function, we may assume it is positive and so 
h. K = u for some L-harmonic function U. But u d /I h 11~ K so by minimality, u = cK 
and consequently h = c, i.e. all bounded L’-harmonic functions are constants. There- 
fore, by Theorem 1, starting from any two initial distributions v and ,u, 
Prob(S = ‘m) + Prob(T = co) = 0 and the processes X’ and X” are a.s. coupled 
before arriving at 5. 
Example 3. We shall use our coupling to prove all bounded harmonic functions on 
the Heisenberg group are constant. The argument will be given for H3 which is 
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described as follows: for (z, t) = (x + iy, t), (z’, t’) E @ x Iw = H3, the group action is 
defined by (z, t) (z’, t’) = (z + z’, t + t’ + 2 Im z?). The vector fields X = i;/~?x + 2~ 
(?/c%), Y = ?/C:y - 2x(a/&) are invariant under the left action of the group. The 
operator L = X2 + Y2 is the infinitesimal generator of the process 
(x(s). KS), a + 2 i; (B(a) da(o) - x(o) dK4)), where (x,/j) is Brownian motion on 
C and ji (b(o) da(o) - x(o) dfl(o)) is the Levy stochastic area of the path (a, p). From 
Theorem 1 we know that if we start two versions of the process at (x, y, t) and (r’, J”. t’), 
then P’“J.“(T = x) + P(X’,P’J’I(S = x) = 0 provided the respective process as. 
reach the hypersurface E = ((u, C, w): G((x,y, t),(u. c, 1~)) = G((x’,y’, r’).(u, r, \I.)) ). where 
G is the Green function associated to L on H,. The Green function with pole at 
0 = (O,O, 0) is given by (see Gaveau, 1977) 
G(0. (x, y, t)) = 
1 
7t J(x” + y2)2 + f2’ 
This Green function is invariant under left action of the group, 
G(O,(x,y,t)) = G(g,g(x,y,t)) for gE H3. Now, if we take the points (O,O,t) and 
(O,O., - t) as starting points, then E = {(x,y%O): (x,y) E I%‘). Since t + 1;) (b(o) 
dz(ci-) - x(g) dfl(o)) is a nonconvergent martingale a.s., it a.s. does not remain positive. 
Thus, P@.O,r’(T = ‘c) + P(“.oJ’)(S = x) = 0. By invariance of BM(H3) under the 
left group action we see Pcx,r,r)(T = x) + Pcr+,r’)(S = 32) = 0 for all (.u,y) t Iw’, 
t, t’ E [w. Since this quantity is equal to suphe R I,h, s 1 (11(x, y, t) - h(x, y, t’)), it follows 
that every bounded harmonic function (L/Z = 0) on H3 is constant on all vertical lines 
((x,,y,t): t E [w). Now we could argue as above with the zero sets of 
G((.x, y, t), .) - G((x’, y’, t’), .) but this is generally more difficult than the easy case of 
starting points (O,O, t) and (O,O,t’). Instead of this we use a coupling by reflection of 
Lindvall-Rogers (1986). Starting from (.u, y, t) and (x’, J:‘, t’), let F be the line through 
1 t-y’, Y') - (x, Y) 
(x3 I’) + z /I (x’, y’) - (x, y) 11 
which is perpendicular to (x’, J”) - (x, y). Given a BM([W*), (3, b), begun at (x, J) reflect 
this in F to obtain (CC’, fi’) a B&f@‘) begun at (x’, ~1’). Notice that at the stopping time 
T = inf{s > 0: (r(s),/j(s)) E F), (M(T).~(T)) = (X’(T), D’(T)). By the optimal stopping 
theorem. if Lk = 0 and k is bounded 
h(s. y, t) = E(X,“3’) k(x(t), b(r), t +- 2 
I 
’ (p(s) dx(s) - x(s) dfl(s)))) 
0 
= E’X’.Y’s”) k(d($p’(t), t’ + 2 
s 
’ (/Y(s) da’(s) - a’(s) d/j’(s))) 
0 
= k(x’, y’, t’), 
where we have used the constancy of k on vertical lines in the second equation. 
Example 4. We can use Theorem 1 and the construction in Proposition 3 to demon- 
stra.te a wealth of bounded harmonic functions on the hyperbolic space H”. Of course. 
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everything is known about all bounded harmonic functions, but this example still may 
prove instructive. According to Proposition 3, the extremal harmonic function achiev- 
ing the supremum in 
P”(S = cc) + PP(T = m) = sup (v - p,h) 
hEW 
lhl i 1 
arises as a limit ‘point’ of 
h,(x) = f s f P,(l,+ - 1E- ) (4 ds, 0 
E+ = {VU > /,a}, E- = {VU < pU>. 
We confine ourselves to discussing H2, the higher-dimensional case being similar. 
The manifold H2 is just U = {z E C: Iz( < l} endowed with the metric 
ds = 2]dz]/(l - 1~1~). The distance between z, w E H2 will be denoted d(z, w). The 
LaplaceeBeltrami operator is AH2 = [(l - [~I~)~/41 AR*, i.e. a multiple of the Eucli- 
dean Laplacian. Then the formula for the transition density of Brownian motion on 
H2 is given by [see Chavel, 1984, p. 2461 
p(z,w,t)=s jm pe-B”2f d/j. 
7c d(z.w) cash /? - cash d(z, w) 
(We have made adjustments in the formula from Chavel arising from the fact that 
analysts use A whereas probabilists use +A.) Now p(z, w, t) = p(d(z, w), t) is a decreas- 
ing function of d(z, w). Thus, 
E = {w: p(z, w, t) = p(z’, w, t)} = (w: d(z, w) = d(z’, w)} for each t. 
Since the Green function for BM(H2) is G(z, w) = 1: ~(z, w, t) dt, it follows that 
E = (w: G(z, w) = G(z’, w)> = {w: d(z, w) = d(z’, w)}. 
Now, when z = (Y, 0) and z’ = ( - r, 0), r > 0, E = {w: d(z, w) = d(z’, w)} = ((0,~): 
Jyl < l}, i.e. a geodesic through the origin. Since rotation through an angle 8 is an 
isometry, 
E(d) = {w: d((r cos 8, r sin Q), w) = d((r cos(8 + TC), Y sin(H + rr)), w)} 
is the line (geodesic for H2) through the origin L(B) = {(s cos(H - 7t/2), s sin(8 - rc/2)): 
s E ( - 1, l)}. For each pair of starting points x(0) = (v cos 8, r sin 0), x’(0) = (r cos(8 + rc), 
r sin(6’ + TI)) the times S, T, of Theorem 1 are simply the hitting times of BM(H2) 
started at x(0) and x’(H), respectively, to L(8). 
Owing to the fact that AH2 = [(l - ]~/“)~/4] ARi, BM(H’) is a time change of 
BM(LJ). Thus, PC’ CoS 0, r sin @(S = a) + PC* coS(~f~f, * sin(o+n))(T = a) is not zero. The 
extremal harmonic function h, for B = 0 is a limit point of f 1: P,(lE+ - lE )(z) ds, 
where 
E+ = ((x,~)E U: x > 0}, E- ={(x,y)~U:x<O}. 
For other values of 0, we only need to rotate ho, ho(z) = ~,,(U,N,). where 
u,w = seiCtimO) if 1%) = se’b. Obviously, the he are all distinct so we obtain an entire 
circle of bounded harmonic functions. This is to be expected from the fact that the 
Poisson and even Martin boundary is the circle at ez,. C’U = {z: JzJ = 1). 
Example 5. Finally, we discuss an application to stochastic processes. Let X, and Y, 
be two stochastic processes on a Polish space E that has paths in U([O, -/-): E). the 
Skorohod space of paths with values in E. Define the shift tI, by 
(&(Xl), 2 0 = (X,,,), > 0. 
Assume that the following ‘transience property’ holds: 
(0.14) 
i 
* 
J 
x 
Y1’((X,+,L, o) du + ~P(tY,+Jt 3 01 du is a a-finite measure. (0.15) 
0 0 
Then we obtain a transient Markov process on D([O, x),E) which is induced by 
the maps (Cl,), 3 0 on this space. The harmonic functions are the functions measurable 
with respect to the o-algebra 4. Our Theorem 1 tells us then that there exist 
random variables S, T with values in R+ such that 9’((X,+,), i oJS < z) = 
;Y)((Y,+?.)rloIT < x) and 
Prob(S = x8) + Prob(T = %) = /’ p((X,), ,> 0) - 9(( Y,), ~ 0 1) 11 I, (0.16) 
where 11 I/ f is the variation norm of the signed measure restricted to the a-algebra .8. 
In particular, if the two processes agree in distribution on .f. then the coupling is 
successful, that is there exist a.s. finite random variables S and T with values in [O. E 1 
on the respective probability spaces such that 
-u’((X,+s),,,) = Y((Yt+T)r30). (0.17) 
Theorem 2 is applicable in this context as well. Namely, if we replace .,@ in (0.16) 
by the tail o-field, we obtain a coupling with Y(S) = Y’(T) and 
WX~+,,)r:~olS = u) = y((Yr+u)tz~olT = u).I n words. the processes agree from a ran- 
dorn point on if their laws agree on the tail fields. Note that S. T are not stopping times 
for the two processes. 
1. Existence of a coupling with disjoint effects 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following. 
Proposition 1. For two measures v, hl e _ K, (E. .I) with (1' + p) U aTfinicc>. thcw r.uis 
randomized stopping times S, T such tlult 
VP, = }lP,- (1.1) 
r/s = (v - I_l)U+ y7. = (v - ,LI)c-. (1.2) 
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The proof of this result will proceed in various steps. We start first in Section 1.1 
with some preparations, where we reformulate a result of Mkyer (1971). This allows us 
to give a purely potential theoretic formulation of the original problem described in 
(0.1) and (0.2). Then we come, in Section 1.2, to a construction of S, T via a potential 
theoretic construction both on the level of the semigroup Pt and the related 
space-time semigroup Qt. This construction is different from the one used in Greven 
(1987) in the case of discrete-time processes. 
1. I. Randomized stopping times and stopping functions 
Suppose we are given a stopping time S of the process (Xy),,,+. Then we can define 
a function vt: IF!+ + _/I(,?$ @) (the latter endowed with the weak topology of measures) 
by setting 
(v,, f) = E”[(p X,) 1 (t < S)], V’f 3 0, fmeasurable. (1.3) 
The map t + v, has, under our assumptions on the semigroup, the properties: 
v,+s 6 v,ps d VP,+,, 
t -+ v, is right continuous. 
This motivates the following definition. 
Definition 2. (a) A function t -+ 1, from IL+ + .A(E, &I) is called a 
with initial distribution 3, if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) jbo = /IE.J&!l(E,B), 
(ii) t + it is right continuous, 
(iii) A,+, d ASP, d Apt+,, V’s, t E [w+. 
(b) The effect of the stopping function is defined as 
q= 3c 
s 
,$ dt. 
0 
(1.4) 
stopping function 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(c) Denote by Up = 1: emp”P, dt with p E [w+, the resolvent of the semigroup Pt. 
Then the final distribution p of the stopping function with effect ye is defined as 
<P> 1’) = (w - ,“-“r, (PCvl - P17UplL f>? ‘d.fe Lr(E>~~). (1.7) 
In Proposition 12 of Miyer (1971). it is shown that functions satisfying (1 S) can in fact 
always be realized by stopping times. In our language we obtain the following. 
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Lemma 1. Let ($2, P) be the probability space generated by the Murkou process 
(X3t,o. Dqfine ((fi,B,P) = (Q.2, P)@(IW’,21(Rf), exp(l)), S: = 0(X:: s < t) 
@.%(R+). 
Thrn,for ecery stopping function (jut), :~ (, with ,jinal distribution p und yffect 11. there 
exists a stopping time T for (p:)f >, (, on (d, a, P) such thut: 
For ever!, ,f 2 0, ,f: E + [w, .8-mea,surable: 
(A. .f> = &0X:) 1 (t < T)), (1.8) 
(p f) = E(f‘(X+) 1 (T < ‘x )), ( 1.9) 
> T)dt (1.10) 
1.2. Construction qf the stopping functions 
We want to construct a coupling with a prescribed effect. The basic idea is to 
construct a stopping time T with a given effect v in such a way that we run the process 
as much as possible after the time t. In continuous time the smoothest way to realize 
this goal is to use the space-time process. We shall perform this construction for 
yl = (v - 11) U +. resp. (v - p) U-, the effects we want to achieve for our coupling (recall 
(1.2)). 
We proceed in eight steps. In the steps (i)-(v) we introduce the potential theoretic 
ingredients needed to define the stopping functions, in (vi) is the main result. namely in 
Proposition 2 (1.30))(1.33). In steps (vii) and (viii), we prove this proposition. In the 
step (viii) we present a discrete-time construction (and approximation properties of 
continuous-time processes) needed to complete the proof. 
(i) It is clear that we can assume that v A p = 0, which we shall do throughout the 
rest of this Section 1.2. In order to construct the final distribution of our coupling we 
start with the observation that VU, ~0 are both P,-excessive measures, with the 
property that they cannot be minorized by a nonnegative invariant measure, except 
the O-measure. Hence, VU A PU has the same property. It is a well-known fact from 
potential theory that then (see Meyer, 1971. Proposition 2) there exists a 11 E //(ET. .iA) 
such that 
I’ 3 0, II p II < 1, 
{,U = vu A @~. 
(ii) In this and the next 
(1.11) 
step we shall construct our candidates ~1:. i = 1.2 for the 
stopping distribution up to time t in purely potential theoretic terms. In order to 
replace the combinatorial construction of the discrete-time setting we need the 
space-time process. Define the semigroup (Qo, + 0 on N+(E x iw’,.2l@.H([w ’ )) by 
setting 
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and the space-time potential operator by 
v= Qt dt. (1.13) 
Consider now the deployed measures v, ,LL,~, i.e. g-finite measures v,p,p on 
(E x R+, g(E) @ g(R+)) given by 
(1.14) 
The measures V, p and p are called, in the terminology of Meyer, the deployments of v, 
p and p. Again we have that VV,jiV,pV are Q,-excessive measures which have no 
nonnegative nontrivial Q,-invariant minorants. Thus we can conclude as in (1.11) 
(Meyer, 1971, Proposition 2) does not assume that V or ,E are finite measures) that 
there exist measures p’, p2 on (E x R’,g(E)@S?(R+)) such that 
p’v=vVApv, 
pV =/Iv A pv. (1.15) 
(iii) The following property of pi is important later on in defining stopping functions 
with p as final distribution. Namely, we can deploy such a measure: 
Lemma 2. Tke meusures pi, i = 1,2, can be represented as follows: 
where s + pi, i = 1,2 is a measurablejiinction [w+ + A’(E,B). 
(1.16) 
Proof. Define for p E [0, m) the resolvent V,, = 1: empfQt dt. Then we easily see from 
the resolvent equation VP - V, = (q - p) V,V, that 
p[p’v - pp’vvJ --f P’3c pi. (1.17) 
Let N be a Lebesgue null set. Then since V, VP are defined via integrals with respect to 
Lebesgue measure in the time coordinate: 
(1.18) 
Since E is a Polish space (hence has a countably generated Bore1 field), we can use the 
absolute continuity of j?‘(. x A) with respect to Lebesgue measure implied by (1.18), to 
construct a measurable version pf( .) satisfying the requirements of the Lemma. 0 
(iv) The next step is to get candidates pf, i = 1,2, for the stopping distribution. For 
that purpose we first construct our candidates for the effects up to time t. We therefore 
deploy the potentials (V - p’) V, (,L - p”) V. 
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Lemma 3. There exist measurublefinctions ot, 0:‘: R8+ + K(E, 93) such thllt 
X (?-$)I/ = 
I 
6,O a; ds, 
0 
Proof. Observe that by the construction of the space--time process, for every s, I E R ‘: 
(~-P’)v([s,t]xA)d(s-tIv~((A). V’AE.JFl, 
(/i - $)T/ ([s.t] XA) < 1s - tlpU(A), v.4 E&. ( 1.20) 
Since by construction 
(“-P’)V>O, (p--_2)V30, (1.311 
we can conclude that for every A E .8 with (V + II)U(A) < x: 
(V - p’) V( x A) and (ji - p2) V(. x A) are absolutely continuous 
w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. (1.22) 
Recall that (V + p)U was assumed to be o-finite in Proposition 1. Again, since E is 
a Polish space, we can therefore define the desired functions ob, af as versions ol 
Radon-Nikodym derivatives of (V - p’) V(. x A) and (,7 - p2) V( x A) with respect 
to Lebesgue measure and finish the proof of Lemma 3. 
(v) Finally, to be able to write all relations in terms of the densities with respect to the 
time parameter, we want to deploy the potentials of p’. To that end introduce 
f,2 = 
J‘ 
’ pP\ ds - a;. (1.13) 
0 
Note that by (1.19) and W = j; 6,@ ( Si VP, dt) ds, we conclude that 
pii” = li 6,@ ff ds. That is, ,j”f is obtained by deploying the potential of fii. The 
following properties of ff will be crucial in defining our stopping functions in step (vi) 
below. 
Lemma 4. 
The fimctions t +f; are nondecreasing and ubsolutely continuous 
1v.r.t. Lebesyur measure. (1.24) 
Proof. Since E is a Polish space and (V + p)U is c-finite. it suffices to prove that 
t -+,f;‘(A) is nondecreasing and absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure for 
every A with (v + p)U(A) < ‘x. 
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In order to see that t-h’ is nondecreasing, we note first that 
vV(ds x A) 
s 
s 
ds 
(s) = VP,(A) dt 
0 
pv(;sxA)(s)= j-‘pP&4) dt. 
0 
Both expressions are nondecreasing in s. Hence 
_VI/ A@‘(dsxA) 
ds 
(s) is nondecreasing. 
(1.25) 
(1.26) 
Thus, by (1.15), (1.19) and (1.23) we get 
which by (1.26) gives that f,‘(A) is nondecreasing in s. 
Furthermore, from (1.25) and (1.27), we see that s +f,‘(A) is right continuous for 
every A E 49. Finally, by the nondecreasing property and (1.27) for t & s: 
0 <h’(A) -f,‘(A) = 
cl/ A pV(dt x A) 
dt (4 
< It - sl(v + ,u)U(A). 
We know by (1.28) that the measure on [w’ 
- VP’ A P;(ds x A) (s) 
(1.28) 
induced by the nondecreasing right 
continuous function s -+f,‘(A) is an absolutely continuous (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) 
measure for every A with (v + p)U(A) < 03, which finishes the proof. 
(vi) Now we are ready to define the candidates for our stopping functions. Combining 
Lemma 4 with (1.23) we see that t + or(A), t -+ a;(A) are absolutely continuous. Since 
E is a Polish space we can define (v,), s o, (,u~)~ a o uniquely on the measurable space 
(E,g) by setting for every A in a countable generator of %? 
v,(A) = $$A), pLt(A) = $$A). (1.29) 
The crucial point in view of Lemma 1 of Section 1.1) is to prove: 
Proposition 2: (Existence of the stopping functions). (a) The family of measures 
(430 and (& a 0, de$ned in (1.29), are stopping functions with initial distribution v and 
p. That is they satisfy: 
v, 3 0, p, 3 0, V’tERf, (1.30) 
vt+s d v,P, d VP*+,, 
k+s d k&P, < ,aPf+S, v’s, t E [w+, (1.31) 
t + v,, t -+ ,ur are right continuous functions. (1.32) 
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(h) The e@ct.s oft >, O and (p*), z O are 
(v - ,u) U + and (v - p) U-, resprctil~ely. (1.33) 
The key to the proof of Proposition 2 is the following lemma which we prove in 
Section 1.3. 
Lemma 5. 
t + a:‘, CT: ure nondecrcasiny (1.34) 
t -+ pi. i = I, 2, are nondecreasing, 
1 + g pfv 1, I’ = 1,2, exist and are right continuous ,for every A E 4. (1.35) 
Proof of Proposition 2. 
Proof of (1.30). Follows from (1.34) and (1.29). 
Proof of (1.31). We need first a relation between fti and of. By the definition of piI’: 
u x I I, 
p’v = 
ss 
(6,@p:)Q, ds dt = 
0 0 J‘.i 
fi,+,O(pfP,) ds dt 
= ; h;@[j-; /‘_,l’, dij ds. 
Combine now (1.23) and (1.36) to get 
(1.36) 
fsi = 
I 
” p:-,P,, du, i = 1,2. (1.37) 
0 
Next take (1.23), (1.29) and (1.37) to get 
(1.38) 
Since 0; 3 0 and by (1.35) (pi)’ 3 0, we conclude from (1.38) 
It 
v, d VP,. 
is also clear that vO d v and pO < p. 
(1.39) 
Since P, is positive, we obtain by multiplying (1.39) by P, as a first inequality: 
( 1.40) 
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Next use again (1.38) to estimate for every r > 0 (recall (pi)’ > 0) 
(1.41) 
= (vs-VIP,. 
Transform now s + s + r to get 
V s+* G VSP,. 
Combination of (1.40) and (1.42) gives now (1.31). 
(1.42) 
Proof of (1.32). Since (Ps), a o is right continuous, we see from the relation (1.38) that it 
suffices to prove that for every A E g 
s-(j~($(P~_,))P,di)(.4)isrightcontinuous. (1.43) 
This is, however, immediate from (1.35) if we can find a majorant for t + (p,‘_,)‘P,, 
t d s in order to apply the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. Since (pi) 3 0, 
lips’ 1) d 1 and since P,, is a contraction for every u E iw+ such a majorant is given by 
t -+ (p:)‘(E) for every A E .B. 
Proof of (1.33). We know from (1.35) that s + P: is nondecreasing. Hence we can 
define a measure bi on (E, 2) by 
ii = lim of. (1.44) 
s+ac 
Then by the relation (1.37) and monotone convergence 
.f+s+oa Cc 
1 
p^‘P,, du = fiiU. 
0 
(1.45) 
Combining the last relation with (1.23) we see that 
s f j f vs ds = 0; = vP, ds -f;’ --f r_ccVU-@l’, 0 0 
s 
t 
s 
t 
pL, ds = af = pPs ds -5” + l+copu - fi2u. 
0 0 
On the other hand, by (1.19) and (1.25), (recall (1.12) and (1.13)) 
a;r(v--p)U as t-t co, 
(1.46 
ofr(p--p)U as t-+ co. (1.47) 
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Combining (1.46) and (1.47) we see that 
(/;I - p)U = 0, (p^’ - p)U = 0, 
which implies (via (1.17) for example) 
6’ = /;’ = p, 
Hut by construction 
( I .48) 
( 1.49) 
( 1.50) 
which then implies (1.33). 
1.3. Proof ?fLemma 5 
In order to prove Lemma 5 we use the approximation by discrete-time processes 
generated by the transition kernel P,, where E > 0. We show in Step 1 the assertions 
hold for the analogous discrete quantities and then in Step 2 that passing to the limit 
i: + 0 is legitimate. 
Step I: (The discrete case). Define now the discrete time analogs of U, Q and V’, 
(1.51) 
(1.53) 
The measure $ is uniquely defined by (compare (1.11)) 
pi u, = \‘U,; A /l UE 
The measures V, j, p” are, in analogy with the relation (1.14), given by 
( 1.54) 
XI 
v = -y_ 6,@v, p = f &@/I, p = fJ d, 0 p&. (1.55) 
/=o /=o ,=0 
Furthermore, pi”‘, i = 1,2, are given through the relations 
p”’ v, = VV, A P”l/,, pZXEvt = /iv, A p’v,. (1.56) 
We can deploy pi-E and define the sequence (P~‘)nEn_ i = 1,2, via the relation 
p’.’ = i (j@&.“, i= 1,2 (1.57) 
/ = 0 
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and (G$‘)~~~, (c+‘,‘),,~~ via the relations 
(V- p”“)V, = f 6,00/Y, (ji - PZ’“) V, = f 6, @cry*“. (1.58) 
/=o r=o 
Note that by (1.56) and then (1.57) we have (we restrict to the case i = 1, i = 2 being 
analogous) 
(1.59) 
/=o \k=O 
Equating (1.58) and (1.59) yields 
k=O / 
(1.60) 
If we define the sequence (vi),,, by 
v;+i = ViP, - (&J - P,‘fl), v; = v - It A PI‘, /?A*” = v A p&, 
we get by inserting this definition in (1.60) the identity 
(1.61) 
($3” = i v;. 
k=O 
Finally, we define 
p = 2 PjCkP,“. 
k=O 
(1.62) 
(1.63) 
Similar formulas hold, of course, for (I*;)(~~, (c$.~)~~~. The key property of the discrete 
construction is 
Lemma 6. For every E > 0 we have 
CTJ’” and 07,” are nondecreasing in G. (1.64) 
p:“, i = 1,2 are nondecreasing in &. (1.65) 
Proof of Lemma 6. In order to prove this lemma, we shall give an explicit construc- 
tion for pF.i, i = 1,2, which exhibits the sequences (vL)keN, (pi)k,hl and 
P &xi = ckm,o & @ p;’ in a recursive fashion in such a way that it makes the claims (1.64) 
and (1.65) obvious. This construction will also give immediately a proof of the 
maximality property of our coupling as formulated in Corollary 1 of Section 0.2. The 
proof shall consist of three parts (i)-(iii). 
(i) The key tool here is thejfilling scheme with respect to the operator P utilized in 
potential theory through the work of Dinges (1974) and Rost (1970, 1971). For 
a Markov operator P on A&!‘+ (&a) and two (positive) measures v and p on (E,B) 
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define the sequences. 
L’(j = 1’ - 1’ A p, 60 = p - v /I p, p” = \’ A p, 
1 n+ 1 = (v,P - a+, /%+I = Pn - (VnP - iLr, p,, = p - $n. ( 1.66) 
Think of /I as a hole and v as a mass moved by P. Now fill the hole by moving the mass 
not yet fitted in the hole. The sequence (vk)ktP4 is apparently a sequence with 
0 < 1’ L+, < \I~&‘, ‘dke N. ( 1.67) 
This discrete-time version of a stopping function is called a stopping sequence and can 
be realized via a randomized stopping time. Simply define dk = d~,/d(~,, P) and if (X,, ) 
denotes the Markov chain with initial distribution 1’ and kernel P. we want 
P(S = nl(Xo,X1, ,X,)) = L&,(X,) ... &-,(X,-,)(1 - d,(X,)). Wecan define S on 
our probability space if we have a random variable C’ uniformly distributed on [O, 11 
which is independent of (X,) by setting S = inf (n: rI:‘=,_, di(Xi) 3 U ). 
The quantities (11~)~~~ and (P~)~+~ satisfy a number of relations which will bc 
important later on. First write the scheme 
1’ = \‘,I + p,, 
VP = v,P + j’()P = 1~1 + p1 + j'()P. 
VP' = v,P + p,P + poP2 = 1’2 + j)* + p,P + j'()P2. 
which, after summing, gives the equation 
i ,,P” = i Vk + i: jlkPn-k. 
k = 0 k=O k=O 
( 1.68) 
( 1.69) 
The quantities 
then satisfy 
f~-?]P=v-pp,. (1.71) 
Furthermore, q is characterized as the minimal positive solution to the Poisson 
inequality 
‘1 2 qP + (1’ - j,). 
Consult Rost (197 1) for these facts. 
(1.72) 
(ii) Apply now the filling scheme to the space-time operator Q associated with P and 
the measures v = I?, 6, @v, p = C:= O 6, op. Write the resulting sequence (u,,),, kJ 
of the holes filled at time n (which are measures on N x E) in the form 
Pn = I/‘=,, 0, 0 p;. Define 
PI =I-limp,= C d,gP;. ( I .73) 
n+ I / = 0 
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The remarkable fact (see Meyer, 1971) is now that (recall (1.69) 
pF=pr, YeEN. (1.74) 
To see this, note that a measure m on N x E can be written in the form 
m = CYYO 6,0m, with a sequence (rnofEN of measures on (E, 2). Then the operator 
Q acts as follows: 
mQ =(0,moP,mIP,m2P...). (1.75) 
- - 
Apply this to m = (v, v, . . . ), respectively, (p, p, p . . . ), to see that the (v, p)-filling scheme 
with respect to Q produces exactly (1.66) and (1.74). 
Consider now two measures v, p on (&a’) with VU 3 pU, where U = C,“=0 P”. 
Define a measure i? by the requirement (with k’ = C,“=, Q”): 
GVA/?V=/?V, 
where V = ~~zOScOv, p = I;“=* 6,Op and ,ii~ J&‘+(N x E,YPO). 
The key facts which we shall prove below (recall (1.74)). 
(1.76) 
Lemma 7. Let p” be dejined via (1.76) and p by (1.56) and the sequence (I+)~~~ by (1.66). 
Then we have the following connection between the space-time construction of 
(lSl)-(1.63) and the ,filling-scheme. 
(1.77) 
(1.78) 
We first finish the proof of Lemma 6 assuming the above relations. Apply the above 
relations to v, p and P, of Lemma 6 to immediately get (1.64) and (1.65) from (1.66) 
where trivially vk > 0 and p,, nondecreasing holds. It remains to verify the relations 
(1.77) and (1.78) to conclude the proof of Lemma 6. 
(iii) Proof of Lemma 7. To prove (1.77) we use the Poisson equation, respectively, 
inequality. Let p* be an element in &(N x E,.Y@&?) with 
Odp”<P, p*V < w. (1.79) 
Then define Ej* E _H+ (N x E,g’O.%I) by the equation 
VV = p*T/ + c’*. (1.80) 
Apply Q to (1.80) and use (1.79) to conclude 
4* 3 4*Q + (II - d. (1.81) 
Now note that p is defined in such a way that it gives the decomposition (1.80) with t* 
- - minimal. By (1.72) it then follows that 4* is the effect of the (v,p) filling scheme with 
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respect to Q*. The assumption VU < pU gives (Rost, 1970) that the (v, p) filling scheme 
w.r.t. the operator P satisfies pZ = 0. Hence we know from (1.74) that 
(1.X2) 
By the maximum principle there is a unique measure y* with /I* V = t*, which proves 
(1.77). Finally, we come to the relation (1.78). Recall that 
Then the assertion follows immediately from relation (1.69) 
Remark. As a consequence, we will recall (1.61), 0 < VI+ 1 < \$I’,, ‘dk E W. which says 
that (v;)~~~ is a stopping sequence in the sense of [Greven (1987)] and can hence be 
realized by a randomized stopping time for the discrete chain generated by P: starting 
in 1’. 
Step 2: (The limit I: --f 0). The purpose of this step is to conclude from Lemma 6 by 
taking c + 0 that Lemma 5 holds. Define the quantities 
rrl.’ = ,;,;;: II, pf.” = p;;;+,, j = 1,2, s E [O. X). (1.841 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 6, we have 
o:,“, p:‘, i = 1,2, are nondecreasing and right continuous in s. (1.85) 
For the next step, observe that P, allows a realization of the corresponding process 
with right continuous paths 
G,(r:U,)(A) ---f 6,U(A). A open, A C E, 
6,,,,,(r:V,)(A j -+ 6c,,,, V(A), A open, A c R+ x E. 
Hence via the relations (1.54) and (1.58) we see that 
(1 .X6) 
a:.‘(A) + a:(A) as E + 0, A open. A s E. (1.87) 
This implies immediately the relation (1.34) of Lemma 5. It remains to show (1.35). 
In order to show (1.35) we want to show that pi,&, i = 1,2, converge weakly as i: + 0 
to pi, i = 1.2. This would give immediately that s + c~f, i = 1,2 are nondecreasing. To 
carry out this program we note first that. because potentials satisfy the Poisson 
equation, 
(i:/‘(I - Qp)*J V(EV’ A ~(EV’)) = (P./Y’,‘), i = 1.2, (1.88) 
where f is a continuous function on [w+ x E which vanishes outside some interval of 
the form [0, t] x E. Note that this property is preserved under Qt. since Q, maps 
C(Iw’ x E) into C(Iw+ x E) and since the spaced-time process “always moves to the 
right”. If we choose now f E 9(G), the domain of the generator of Qt, then we can 
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conclude from (1.88) that Pi,’ converges weakly as E --f 0 and the limit measure, call it 
pi, i = 1,2, satisfies according to (1.86) 
( - GLVf’ A PI’) = (f,p”‘), Vf E Q(G). (1.89) 
Since VV A pV = p ’ V we have 
< - Gf,PrV = (Ap”‘), v’p~g(G). (1.90) 
This implies 
UP’> = (f;Fr), vp~g(G)> (1.91) 
which implies what we wanted, since g(G) is dense in C(R+ x E). 
The fact that s + of, i = 1,2, are absolutely continuous was already shown in (1.18). 
The right continuity property of (pi)’ follows easily from (1.17). 
(viii) The proof of Proposition 1 is now obtained by combining Proposition 2 with 
Lemma 1 of Section 1.1). 
2. The separating harmonic function for a coupling with disjoint effects 
The aim of this section is to construct a separating harmonic funtion h* for a given 
coupling with disjoint effects. The idea is to construct such a function of x E E by 
looking at the difference of the expected average occupation times of the supports of 
the given effects (v - 1~) U +, (v - p) U-, obtained by running the Markov process from 
all possible initial points x in E. 
Proposition 3. Let (S, T ) denote a coupling of v and p with disjoint efSects (as construc- 
ted in Proposition 2). Then there exists a harmonic function h*, i.e. P,h* = h*, Vt E Rf, 
with - 1 d h* d 1, such that 
(v - p, h*) = Prob(S = a) + Prob(T = co). (2.1) 
Proof. We first introduce the ingredients to construct h*. By the Hahn decomposition 
of the signed measure (v - p)U we can find sets E+, E such that 
E+uE- = E, 
E+nE- =@ 
(v - p)U+(E-) = 0, (v - p)U-(E+) = 0. (2.2) 
Define for every t > 0 the function h,( .): 
h,(x) = f 
i 
’ (PJl,+ - LEE)) ds. (2.3) 
0 
The function h* will be constructed as the limit of functions h, as t -+ a. This function 
h,(x) tells us by how much the average occupation time up to time t of E+ and E- 
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differ, if we start in X. In the limit t + x we expect to get a harmonic function 
satisfying (2.1). We shall prove now that we can select at least a subsequence t, /n x as 
n + 8~ such that k,” converges in a suitable topology to the desired k*. 
Define the measure 
(2.4) 
so that both ~1 < m and v < m. Then the dual space of L’(E, &, m) is L ‘ (E. .d, m). 
The unit ball in L” (E,B,m) is compact in the weak-*-topology. See Yosida (1974. 
Chapters 5 and 1). Note that k, E L’ (E,:g, m) and /I k, 11 , < 1 for all t E (0, x). 
The above compactness immediately implies that there exist t, 7 ‘X such that 
kc,, - n- x h* E L”(E,.9#) in the weak-*-topology w.r.t. the dual pair 
(L * (E. .a, m), L”‘(E, .B,m)). (2.5) 
Recall the definitions (1.3) of (~7~)~ a 0, (,u,)~ b 0 for a given pair S, T of stopping times. 
The proof of Proposition 3 will be complete once we have shown 
Lemma 8. The function k* dc$ned in (3.8) satisfies: 
P,k* = k*, ‘Jt 3 0 (2.6) 
(v - ,u, k*) = J lim ( I/v, I/ + /( pr (/ ) = Prob(S = m) + Prob(T = x ). (2.7) 
Proof of Lemma 8. 
(i) Proof of (2.6). Note first that 
sup 1 l’,/z,(.u) - k,(x)1 < 5 s 
x F E 
(3.8, 
by the definition of k,. Furthermore, P, is a contraction as an operator on L’ (E. .?I. m). 
so that for every z E L” (E, 19, m) 
that is in the weak-*-topology we have 
J’,(k) *n--r f’,(k*). (2.10) 
Combining (2.5) (2.8) and (2.10) gives (2.6). 
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(ii) Proof of (2.7). Recall the following relations from Section 1 (see (1.23), (1.29) 
(1.37)) 
(2.11) 
Consequently, 
II j 
t 
0 
(vVJa/(=I~ j;d- j;li,ds+ j~h-s-pf-rWsJ/. (2.12) 
Next, note that according to (1.35), (1.44) and (1.49): pdrp as s -+ a for i = 1,2. 
Therefore, for every fixed u E IX+: 
IIPL - PLII *t-,0. (2.13) 
This implies since P, is a contraction that 
Finally, recall that by construction: 
Combine now (2.15), (2.14) and (2.12) to conclude 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
Since )I v,I/ and IJ,DJ are nonincreasing, we know (v, 3 0, K 3 0) that for t -+ a3 
To finish the proof of (2.7) write 
The r.h.s. of the last equation is by (2.16) and (2.15) is equal to 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
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where the latter inequality follows from v,(E+) = !I vs I/. P,~(E- 1 = 11 ps II and ~Iv.~ 11. I(/(~ /I 
nonincreasing. Hence, inserting (2.19) on the r.h.s. of (2.18) proves the first equation 
in (2.7). 
In order to finish the proof of Lemma 7, we show the second equation in (2.7). 
Simply note that by construction (see (1.8)). Prob(S > f ) = 113, /I. 
Prob(T > I) = // pr I( and hence 
Prob(S = ex) = lim (1 v/l, 
t-t x 
Prob(T = c*-) = lim IIp, 11. 
f--1 7 
(1.20) 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3 
3. Proof of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 
According to Proposition 1, we can find a coupling of 1’ and 11 such that the relation 
(0.7) holds. Proposition 3 implies that 
Prob(S = + “c) + Prob(T = + Y-) < hi ;u;< , (1, - P. II>. (3.1) 
, 
The reversed inequality follows from the fact that for k E .H. 1: h I/ ,, < 1 and for I + L 
l(v - ,v,lz)l = I(v, - llf,k)l + o(l) d IIv~ - bit// + o(1) 
= Prob(S > t) + Prob(T > t) + o(1). (3.2) 
The first equality is a consequence of the fact that k(X;, s), k(Xflh7.) are bounded 
martingales so that with relation (0.1) we have as f ---, x 
(v - p,h) = Ek(X:) - Ek(X;) = E(k(X:)l(t < S) + k(X:)l(t > S)) 
- E(kX;)l(t < T) + k(X;)l(t > 7-)) = E(k(X;)l(t > S) 
- k(X;l(t > T)) + o(l) = (rr - lcr,k) + o(l). 
Finally, Lemma 8 tells us that we can replace the sup by the max and the proof of 
Theorem 1 is complete. Now we come to Corollary 1. 
Define for coupling S, T of I? and I( the space-time effects & z: 
?j([O.U] x A) = E 
I 
U1(X:EA,t<S’,dt, [([O,U]XA)=E 
r 
U 
l(XfE A.t < T)dt. 
0 0 
In this terminology we have to prove that 
?j* + T* < y + f, (3.3) 
where the asterisk indicates that we use the special coupling we constructed in 
Section 1.2. For this relation it is enough to verify that the relation holds for all 2: > 0 
for the processes (X,EfI)cEW1. Hence it is enough to verify this for the discrete-time 
situation. 
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Then the proof of Corollary 1 follows immediately from the relation (1.72) in 
Section 1.2 and the fact that the effects of a coupling in the space-time picture q, f 
satisfy the Poisson equations (with P = PE): 
fi-ijp=v-p, &Fp=p-p. (3.4) 
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